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Abstract: A metrological background for implementation of proficiency testing (PT) schemes
for a limited number of participating laboratories (fewer than 30) is discussed. Such schemes
should be based on the use of certified reference materials (CRMs) with traceable property
values to serve as PT items whose composition is unknown to the participants. It is shown
that achieving quality of PT results in the framework of the concept “tested once, accepted
everywhere” requires both metrological comparability and compatibility of these results.

The possibility of assessing collective/group performance of PT participants by com-
parison of the PT consensus value (mean or median of the PT results) with the certified value
of the test items is analyzed. Tabulated criteria for this assessment are proposed.

Practical examples are described for illustration of the issues discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The International Harmonized Protocol for proficiency testing (PT) of analytical chemistry laboratories
adopted by IUPAC in 1993 [1] was revised in 2006 [2]. Statistical methods for use in PT [3] have been
published as a complementary standard to ISO/IEC Guide 43, which describes PT schemes based on
interlaboratory comparisons [4]. General requirements for PT are updated in the new standard [5].
International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Guidelines define requirements for the
competence of PT providers [6]. Guidelines for PT use in specific sectors, like clinical laboratories,
have also been widely available [7]. In some other sectors, they are under development.

These documents are, however, oriented mostly toward PT schemes for a relatively large number
N of laboratories or participants (greater than or equal to 30), henceforth referred to as “large schemes”.
This is important from a statistical point of view, since with N < 30, evaluations by statistical methods
become increasingly unreliable, especially for N < 20. For example, uncertainties in estimates of loca-
tion (such as mean and median) are sufficiently small to be neglected in scoring as N increases to ap-
proximately 30, but cannot be neglected safely with N < 20. Deviations from a normal distribution are
harder to identify if N is small. Robust statistics are not usually recommended when N < 20. Therefore,
the assigned/certified value of the PT items ccert cannot be calculated safely from the measurement re-
sults obtained by the participants (PT results) as a consensus value: its uncertainty becomes large
enough to affect scores in “small schemes”, that is, schemes with small numbers of participants
(fewer than 30). The intermediate “gray” range of 20 ≤ N < 30 is included in the range of small schemes
since such N values may influence PT planning and interpretation also.

Moreover, if the size Np of the population of laboratories participating in PT is not infinite, and
the size of the statistical sample N is greater than 5–10 % of Np, the value of the sample fraction
ϕ = N/Np may need to be taken into account. 

Thus, implementation of small PT schemes is sometimes not a routine task. Such schemes are
quite often required for quality assurance of environmental analysis specific for a local region, analysis
of specific materials in an industry (e.g., under development), for purposes of a regulator or a labora-
tory accreditation body, etc. [8].

1.1 Scope and field of application

This Guide is developed for implementation of simultaneous participation schemes when the number
of laboratories is smaller than 30. This includes: (1) selection of a scheme based on simultaneous dis-
tribution of test items to participants for concurrent quantitative testing; (2) use of certified reference
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materials (CRMs) as test items unknown to the participants; (3) the individual laboratory performance
assessment and assessment of the metrological comparability and compatibility of the measurement re-
sults of the laboratories taking part in the PT scheme as a collective (group) of the participants.

The document is intended for PT providers and participants (chemical analytical laboratories), for
accreditation bodies, laboratory customers, regulators, quality managers, metrologists, and analysts.

1.2 Terminology

Terminology used in this Guide corresponds to ISO standards 17043 [5] and 3534 [9], and ISO Guide
99 (VIM3) [10].

2. APPROACH

2.1 Properties of PT consensus values: Dependence on statistical sample size

The difference between the population parameters and the corresponding sample estimates increases
with decreasing sample size N. In particular, a sample mean cPT/avg of N PT results can differ from the
population mean cPT by up to ±1.96σPT /√N with 0.95 probability, 1.96 being the appropriate quantile
of the normal distribution for a two-sided 0.95 interval, and σPT is the population standard deviation of
the results. Dependence of the upper limit of the interval for the expected bias |cPT/avg – cPT| on N is
shown (in units of σPT) in Fig. 1, where the range N = 20–30 is indicated by the gray bar. Even for
N = 30, the bias may reach 0.36 σPT at the 0.95 level of confidence. Similarly, the sample standard de-
viation sPT is expected to be in the range σPT [χ2{0.025, N – 1}/(N –1)]1/2 ≤ sPT ≤ σPT [χ2{0.975, N –
1}/(N – 1)]1/2 with probability of 0.95, where χ2{α, N –1} is the α quantile of the χ2 distribution at N –
1 degrees of freedom. The dependence of the range limits for sPT on N is shown in Fig. 2 (again in σPT
units), also with the range N = 20–30 marked by the gray bar. For example, for N = 30 the upper 0.95
limit for sPT is 1.26σPT. In other words, sPT can differ from σPT for N = 30 by over 25 % rel. at the level
of confidence 0.95. For N < 30, the difference between the sample and the population characteristics in-
creases with decreasing N, especially dramatically for the standard deviation when N < 20.
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Fig. 1 Dependence of the upper limit of the bias |cPT/avg – cPT| (in units of σPT) on the number N of PT results;
reproduced from ref. [8] by permission of Springer. The line is the 0.975 quantile corresponding to the upper limit
of the two-sided 0.95 interval for the expected bias. The intermediate range of N = 20 to 30 is shown by the gray
bar. 



While consensus mean values are less affected than observed standard deviations, uncertainties in
consensus means are relatively large in small schemes, and will practically never meet the guidelines
for unqualified scoring suggested in the IUPAC Harmonized Protocol [2] for cases when the uncertain-
ties are negligible. It follows that scoring for small schemes should usually avoid simple consensus val-
ues. Methods of obtaining traceable assigned values ccert are to be used wherever possible to provide
comparable PT results [11,12]. 

The high variability of dispersion estimates in small statistical samples has special implications
for scoring based on observed participant standard deviation sPT. This practice is already not recom-
mended even for large schemes [3], on the grounds that it does not provide consistent interpretation of
scores from one round (or scheme) to the next. For small schemes, the variability of sPT magnifies the
problem.

It follows that scores based on the observed participant standard deviation should not be applied
in such a case. If a PT provider can set an external, fit-for-intended-use, normative or target standard
deviation σtarg, then z-scores, which compare a result bias from the assigned value with σtarg, can be
calculated in a small scheme in the same manner as recommended in refs. [1–5] for a large scheme. The
condition is only that the standard uncertainty of the assigned/certified value ucert is insignificant in
comparison to σtarg (ucert

2 < 0.1σtarg
2).

2.2 Measurement uncertainty use for interpretation of PT results

When information necessary to set σtarg is not available, and/or ucert is not negligible, the information,
included in the measurement uncertainty u(ci) of the result ci reported by the i-th laboratory, is helpful
for performance assessment using ζ-scores and/or En numbers [2,3]. It may also be important for a
small scheme that laboratories working according to their own fit-for-intended-use criteria (e.g., in con-
ditions of competition) can be judged by individual criteria based on their declared measurement un-
certainty values.
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Fig. 2 Dependence of the sample standard deviation sPT limits (in units of σPT) on the number N of PT results;
reproduced from ref. [8] by permission of Springer. Solid lines show 0.025 (lower line) and 0.975 (upper line)
quantiles for sPT. The dashed line is at sPT/σPT = 1.0 for reference. The gray bar shows the intermediate range of
sample sizes N = 20 to 30.



2.3 What is a metrological approach to PT?

The approach based on metrological traceability of an assigned value of test items, providing compa-
rability of PT results, and on scoring PT results taking into account uncertainties of the assigned value
and uncertainties of the measurement results, has been described as a “metrological approach” [13].

Two main steps are common for any PT scheme using this approach: (1) establishment of a metro-
logically traceable assigned value, ccert, of analyte concentration in the test items/RM and quantifica-
tion of the standard uncertainty ucert of this value, including components arising from the material ho-
mogeneity and stability during the PT round, and (2) calculation of fit-for-intended-use performance
statistics as well as assessment of the laboratory performance, taking into account the laboratory meas-
urement uncertainty. For the second step, it may be necessary in addition to take into account the small
population size of laboratories able to take part in the PT. These issues are considered below.

3. VALUE ASSIGNMENT

3.1 Metrological traceability of a CRM property value and of PT results

Since the approach to PT for a limited number N of participants is based on the use of CRMs as test
items unknown to the participants, metrological traceability of a CRM property value is a key to un-
derstanding metrological comparability and compatibility of the PT results. Interrelations of these pa-
rameters are shown in Fig. 3. The left pyramid in Fig. 3 illustrates the calibration hierarchy of CRMs
as measurement standards or calibrators [10] ranked by increasing uncertainties of supplied property
values from primary CRMs (mostly pure substances developed by National Metrology Institutes,
NMIs), to secondary CRMs (e.g., a matrix CRM traceable to primary CRMs), and from secondary to
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Fig. 3 A scheme of calibration hierarchy, traceability and commutability (adequacy or match) of RMs used for PT,
comparability and compatibility of PT results; reproduced from ref. [16] by permission of Springer.



working CRMs (certified in-house RMs, IHRMs, developed by testing/analytical laboratories, PT
providers, and other users) [14,15]. When a CRM of a higher level is used for certification of an RM of
a lower level by comparing them (e.g., for certification of IHRM), the first one plays the role of a ref-
erence measurement standard, shown in Fig. 3 by semicircular pointers. Since uncertainty of CRM
property values is increasing in this way, the uncertainty pointer is directed from the top of the pyramid
to the bottom.

The same CRM can be used for calibration of a measurement system and for PT, i.e., for two dif-
ferent purposes: as a calibrator and as a quality control material (test items), but not at the same time,
in the same measurement or in the same test [17].

The right-side overturned pyramid in Fig. 3 shows traceability chains from an RM certified value
and the corresponding measurement/analysis/test results to definitions of SI units. As a rule, one result
is to be traceable to the definition of its unit, while simultaneously there are several influence quanti-
ties which need also to be traceable to their own definition of units: to the mole of the analyte entities
per mass of sample (i.e., for the concentrations in the calibration solutions), to the kilogram or meter
because the size of a sample under analysis is quantified by mass or volume, to the kelvin when the tem-
perature influences the results obtaining for the main quantity, etc. Thus, the traceability pointer has a
direction which is opposite to the measurement uncertainty. Of course, the width of the overturned pyra-
mid is not correlated with the uncertainty values, as is the case in the left-side pyramid. 

Understanding traceability of measurement/analysis/test and PT results to the mole (realized
through the chain of the CRMs according to their hierarchy) is often not simple and requires reliable
information about the measurement uncertainty. The problem is that the uncertainty of analytical results
may increase because of deviations of the chemical composition of the matrix CRM (used for calibra-
tion of the measurement system) from the chemical composition of the routine samples under analysis.
Similarly, the difference between a certified value of the matrix RM (applied in a PT as test items) and
the result of a laboratory participating in the PT may increase when the CRM has a different chemical
composition than the routine samples. This is known as the problem of CRM commutability, adequacy
or match, to a sample under analysis [18], and is shown in Fig. 3 as an additional pointer above the un-
certainty pointer. The commutability is discussed in the following paragraph 3.1.1, while the metrolog-
ical comparability and compatibility pointers, shown also in Fig. 3, are described in  paragraph 5.

3.1.1 Commutability of the CRMs and routine samples
Since a difference in property values and matrices of CRM and of routine samples influences the meas-
urement uncertainty in PT, the chemical composition of both, the measurement standard (the CRM used
as test items) and the routine samples of the test object, should be as close as possible. An algorithm for
a priori evaluation of CRM adequacy can be based on the use of an adequacy score: AS = Π

n

i
Ri

ai, where
Π is the product, i = 1, 2, …, n is the number of a component or of a physico-chemical parameter; Ri =
[min(ci,s, ci,cert)/max(ci,s, ci,cert)] is the ratio of the minimum to the maximum values from ci,s and ci,cert;
ci,s and ci,cert are the concentrations of the i-th component or the values of the i-th physico-chemical pa-
rameter in the sample and certified in the CRM, respectively; 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 is the empirical sensitivity co-
efficient which allows decreasing the influence of a component or a parameter on the score value, if the
component or the parameter is less important for the analysis than others. According to this score, the
ideal adequacy (AS = 1 or 100 %) is achieved when the composition and properties of the sample and
of the RM coincide. The adequacy is absent (AS = 0 %) when the sample and the CRM are different
substances or materials, and/or the analyte is absent in the CRM (ci,cert = 0). Intermediate cases, for ex-
ample, for two components under control are shown in Fig. 4. The ratios R1 and R2 providing adequacy
score values AS = 70, 80, and 90 %, form here curves 1–3, respectively. 

The adequacy score may be helpful for CRM choice as a calibrator since direct use of a CRM
having a low adequacy score can lead to an incorrect/broken traceability chain. Such a CRM applied
for PT will decrease the reliability of a laboratory performance assessment. Therefore, CRM com-
mutability in PT and a score allowing its evaluation are also important. However, the adequacy score
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does not properly quantify the measurement uncertainty contribution caused by insufficient com-
mutability (AS < 100 %). This requires a special study. 

For more details of AS calculations, see Example 5 in Annex B. 

3.1.2 Three scenarios
Thus, the task of value assignment is divided into the following three scenarios: (I) an adequate matrix
CRM with traceable property value is available for use as test items; (II) available matrix CRMs are not
directly applicable, but a CRM can be used in formulating a spiked material with traceable property val-
ues; (III) only an IHRM with a limited traceability chain of the property value is available (e.g., owing
to instability of the material under analysis). 

3.2 Scenario I: Use of adequate CRM 

The ideal case is when the test items distributed among the laboratories participating in the PT are por-
tions of a purchased adequate matrix CRM (primary or secondary measurement standard). However,
when the CRMs available in the market are too expensive for direct use in PT in the capacity of test
items, a corresponding IHRM (working measurement standard) is to be developed. Characterization of
an IHRM with a property value traceable to the CRM value by comparison, and application of the
IHRM for PT are described in refs. [3,19–21]. The characterization can be effectively carried out by
analysis of the two materials in pairs, each pair consisting of one portion of the IHRM and one portion
of the CRM. A pair is analyzed practically simultaneously, by the same analyst and method, in the same
laboratory and conditions. According to this design, the analyte concentration in the IHRM under char-
acterization is compared with the certified value of the CRM and is calculated using differences in re-
sults of the analyte determinations in the pairs. The standard uncertainty of the IHRM certified value is
evaluated as a combination of the CRM standard uncertainty and of the standard uncertainty of the dif-
ferences (the standard deviation of the mean of the differences). The uncertainty of the IHRM certified
value includes homogeneity uncertainties of both the CRM and the IHRM, since the differences in the
results are caused not only by the measurement uncertainties, but also by fluctuations of the measured
analyte concentrations in the test portions. When more than one unit of IHRM is prepared for PT, care
still needs to be taken to include the IHRM between-unit homogeneity term in evaluating the uncer-
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Fig. 4 Adequacy score AS values in dependence on ratios R1 and R2 of concentrations of two components in a
sample under analysis and in a CRM; reproduced from ref. [16] by permission of Springer. Curves 1–3 correspond
to AS = 70, 80 and 90 %, respectively. The dotted pointer shows the direction of the adequacy increasing.



tainty. Since, in this scenario, the CRM and IHRM have similar matrixes and close chemical composi-
tions, at similar processing, packaging, and transportation conditions their stability characteristics dur-
ing PT are assumed to be identical unless there is information to the contrary. The CRM uncertainty
forms a part of the IHRM uncertainty budget and is expected to include any necessary uncertainty re-
lated to stability, therefore, no additional stability term is included in the IHRM uncertainty.

The criterion of fit-for-intended-use uncertainty of the property value of an RM applied for PT is
formulated depending on the task. For example, for PT in the field of water analysis in Israel [22], ex-
panded uncertainty values should be negligible in comparison to the maximum contaminant level
(MCL), i.e., the maximum permissible analyte concentration in water delivered to any user of the pub-
lic water system. In this example, the uncertainty was limited to 2ucert < 0.3 MCL, where 2 is the cov-
erage factor. This limitation can be interpreted in terms of the IUPAC Harmonized Protocol [2] as ucert

2

< 0.1 σtarg
2, where σtarg = MCL/2.

Correct planning of the range of analyte concentrations is also important for the scheme. For the
example of the water analysis, the suitable range for PT is (0.5–1.5) MCL. The scheme is more effec-
tive if two IHRMs with two analyte concentration levels within the range (ccert values lower and higher
than MCL) are prepared simultaneously and sent to laboratories as Youden pairs [3,23].

For a more detailed example, see Example 1 in Annex B. 

3.3 Scenario II: No closely matched CRMs 

The PT scheme for this scenario can be based on a gravimetric preparation of a synthetic IHRM by ad-
dition of a spike (pure substance or a less well matched matrix CRM available in the market) to a ma-
trix/sample under analysis. For example, a mixture of herbicides in acetonitrile is applicable as such a
CRM for preparation of IHRM, synthetic water [22]. 

Approximate preliminary information about the analyte concentration in the matrix/blank (e.g.,
natural water sample) and about the analyte total concentration in the synthetic IHRM is necessary only
for planning the spike value. In any case, such a blank should have the status of an RM with known
homo geneity and stability, otherwise the spike determination will be impossible.

The criterion of fit-for-intended-use uncertainty, formulated above for water analysis, leads here
to a similar requirement: the spike-expanded uncertainty should be negligible in comparison to the
MCL value and should not affect the scoring of the PT results.

A related scenario is based on traceable quantitative elemental analysis and qualitative informa-
tion on purity/degradation of the analyte under characterization in the IHRM. For example, IHRMs for
determination of inorganic polysulfides in water have been developed in this way [24]. The determina-
tion included the derivatization of polysulfides with a methylation agent followed by gas chromatogra-
phy-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis of the
difunctionalized polysulfides. Therefore, the IHRMs were synthesized in the form of dimethylated
polysulfides containing four to eight atoms of sulfur. Composition of the compounds was confirmed by
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and by dependence of HPLC retention time of the dimethylpoly-
sulfides on the number of sulfur atoms in the molecule. Stability of the IHRMs was studied by HPLC
with ultraviolet (UV) detection. Total sulfur content was determined by the IHRMs’ oxidation with per-
chloric acid in high-pressure vessels (bombs), followed by determination of the sulfate formed using in-
ductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). IHRM certified values were trace-
able to NIST SRM 682 through the Anion Multi-Element Standard II from “Merck” (containing
certified concentration of sulfate ions) that was used for the ICP-OES calibration, and to the SI kg, since
all the test portions were quantified by weight.

For a more detailed example, see Example 2 in Annex B.
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3.4 Scenario III: Appropriate CRMs are not available 

This scenario can arise when a component or an impurity of an object/material under analysis is unsta-
ble, or the matrix is unstable, and no CRMs (primary or secondary measurement standards) are avail-
able. The proposed PT scheme for such a case is based on preparation of an individual sample of IHRM
for every participant in the same conditions provided by a reference laboratory (RL), allowing the par-
ticipant to start the measurement/test process immediately after the sample preparation. In this scheme,
IHRM instability is not relevant as a source of measurement/test uncertainty, while intra- and between-
samples inhomogeneity parameters are evaluated using the results of RL testing of the samples taken at
the beginning, the middle, and the end of the PT experiment. For example, such a PT scheme was used
for concrete testing: more details, see Example 3 in Annex B.

4. INDIVIDUAL LABORATORY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SCORING 

4.1 Single (external) criterion for all laboratories participating in a PT

The present IUPAC Harmonized Protocol [2] recommends that z-score values 

are considered acceptable within ±2, unacceptable with values outside ±3, and questionable with inter-
mediate values. The grounds for these criteria are discussed thoroughly elsewhere [2]. This score pro-
vides the simplest and most direct answer to the question: “Is the laboratory performing to the quanti-
tative requirement (σtarg) set for the particular scheme?” The laboratory’s quoted uncertainty is not
directly relevant to this particular question, so it is not included in the score. Over the longer term, how-
ever, a laboratory will be scored poorly if its real (as opposed to estimated) uncertainty is too large for
the job, whether the problem is caused by unacceptable bias or unacceptable variability. This scoring,
based on an externally set value σtarg (without explicitly taking uncertainties of the assigned value and
participant uncertainties into account), remains applicable to small schemes, provided that laboratories
share a common purpose for which a single value of σ targ can be determined for each round. 

For examples of the σ targ setting and z-score use, see Examples 1–2 in Annex B.

4.2 Own criterion for every laboratory

Often, however, a small group of laboratories has sufficiently different requirements that a single crite-
rion is not appropriate. It may then (as well as generally) be of interest to consider a somewhat differ-
ent question about performance: “Are the participant’s results consistent with their own quoted uncer-
tainties?” For this purpose, zeta (ζ) and En number scores are appropriate. The scores are calculated as 

where u(ci) and U(ci) are the standard and expanded uncertainties of the i-th participant result ci, re-
spectively, Ucert is the expanded uncertainty of the certified (or otherwise assigned) value ccert. ζ-score
values are typically interpreted in the same way as z-score values (see Annex B, Example 3). En num-
ber differs from ζ-score in the use of expanded uncertainties and En values are usually considered ac-
ceptable within ±1. The advantages of ζ-scoring are that (i) it takes explicit account of the laboratory’s
reported uncertainty; (ii) it provides feedback on both the laboratory result and on the laboratory’s un-
certainty estimation procedures. The main disadvantages are that (i) it cannot be directly related to an
independent criterion of fitness-for-intended-use; (ii) pessimistic uncertainty estimates lead to consis-
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tently good ζ-scores irrespective of whether they are fit for a particular task; and (iii) the PT provider
has no way of checking that reported uncertainties are the same as those given to customers, although
a customer or accreditation body is able to check this if necessary. The En number shares these charac-
teristics, but adds two more. First, it additionally evaluates the laboratory’s choice of coverage factor
for converting standard to expanded uncertainty. This is an advantage. Secondly, unless the confidence
level is set in advance, En is sensitive to the confidence level chosen both by participant and by provider
in calculating U(ci) and Ucert. It is obviously important to ensure consistency in the use of coverage fac-
tors if En numbers are to be compared. 

It is clear that a single score cannot provide simultaneous information on whether laboratories
meet external criteria (where z-scores apply best) and on whether they meet their own criteria (where ζ
or En number apply best). 

5. METROLOGICAL COMPARABILITY AND COMPATIBILITY OF PT RESULTS 

The meaning of metrological comparability of PT results is that, being traceable to the same metrolog-
ical reference, they are comparable independently of the result values and of the associated measure-
ment uncertainties. Since scoring a laboratory proficiency in the discussed small PT schemes is based
on evaluation of the bias |ci – ccert| of i-th laboratory result ci from the certified property value ccert of
the test items, both PT results and the CRM certification (measurement) data should be comparable, i.e.,
traceable to the same metrological reference. The same is correct for different runs of the PT scheme,
when laboratory score values obtained in these runs are compared. As much as metrological compara-
bility is a consequence of metrological traceability, the comparability pointer in Fig. 3 is directed in the
same way as the traceability pointer. 

Metrological compatibility can be interpreted for PT results as the property satisfied by each pair
of PT results, so that the absolute value of the difference between them is smaller than some chosen
multiple of the standard measurement uncertainty of that difference. Moreover, successful PT scoring
means that the absolute value of the bias |ci – ccert| is smaller than the corresponding chosen multiple
of the bias standard uncertainty. In other words, a PT result is successful when it is compatible with the
CRM (test item) certified value. Therefore, compatibility is shown in Fig. 3 by a horizontal pointer unit-
ing the direct and the inversed pyramids.

Thus, achieving the quality of measurement/analysis/test and PT results in the framework of the
concept “tested once, accepted everywhere” [11,25] requires both comparability and compatibility of
the results. 

When PT is based on the metrological approach, there are two key parameters for assessment of
comparability and compatibility of results [26]: (1) position of the CRM sent to the participants in the
calibration hierarchy of measurement standards, and (2) closeness of the distribution of PT results to
the distribution of the CRM data. 

The position of a CRM in the calibration hierarchy depends on the top measurement standard in
the traceability chain. For example, if a CRM property value is traceable to definitions of SI units (by
scenarios I and II), it confirms world-wide comparability of PT results. Any PT scheme based on the
use of IHRM with a limited traceability chain of the property value (not traceable to definitions of SI
units: scenario III) provides the possibility of confirming local comparability only. The same situation
occurred in the classical fields of mass and length measurements before the Convention of the Metre,
when measurement results in different countries had been traceable to different national (local) meas-
urement standards. 

At any traceability of the CRM property value used, the closeness of the distributions of the PT
results and of the CRM data is important for the result compatibility and performance assessment. Since
laboratory performance is assessed individually for each PT participant, even in a case when the per-
formance of the majority of them is found to be successful, compatibility of all the PT results (i.e., a
group performance characteristic of the laboratories participating in PT) still remains unassessed. 
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The situation is illustrated in Fig. 5, where both distribution density functions f of PT results
(curve 1) and of CRM data (curve 2) are shown as normal ones. The vertical lines are the centers of
these distributions: cPT and ccert, respectively. The common shaded area P under the density function
curves is the probability of obtained PT results belonging to the population of the RM data. It can be
considered as a parameter of compatibility. The value P tends to zero when the difference between cPT
and ccert is significantly larger than standard deviations σPT and ucert of both distributions. The closer
cPT is to ccert (shown by the semicircular pointers in Fig. 5), the higher the P value is. 

The distributions, P values, hypotheses necessary for assessment of compatibility of results of a
limited number N of PT participants, as a group, and suitable criteria for that based on analysis of the
statistical sample characteristics (average cPT/avg, standard deviation sPT, etc.) are discussed in detail in
Annex A. 

In principle, cPT/avg and sPT are the consensus values that cannot be used for a reliable assessment
of an individual laboratory performance when the number of the laboratories participating in the PT
scheme is limited. However, here the consensus values are used for another purpose: for comparison of
PT results, as a statistical sample, with the CRM data (see Examples 1–4 in Annex B). The compati-
bility of PT results of a group of laboratories can be low if one or more laboratories from the group per-
form badly. Analysis of reasons leading to such a situation, as well as ways to correct it, are a task for
the corresponding accreditation body and/or the regulator responsible for these laboratories and inter-
ested in the comparability and compatibility of the results.

6. EFFECT OF SMALL LABORATORY POPULATION ON SAMPLE ESTIMATES 

The population of possible laboratory participants is not usually infinite. For example, the population
size of possible PT participants in used motor oil testing organized by the Israel Forum of Managers
of Oil Laboratories was Np = 12 only, while the statistical sample size, i.e., the number of the partici-
pants agreed to take part in the PT in different years was N = 6–10 (see Annex B, Example 4). In such
cases, the sample fraction ϕ = 6/12 to 10/12 = 0.5 to 0.8 (i.e., 50–80 %) is not negligible and correc-
tions for finite population size are necessary in the statistical data analyses. The corrections include
the standard deviation (standard uncertainty) of the sample mean of N PT results cPT/av, equal to
σPT/av = σPT{[(NP – N)/(NP – 1)]/N}1/2 and the standard deviation of a PT result equal to
sPT = σPT[NP/(NP – 1)]1/2. 
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Fig. 5 Probability density functions f of PT results, curve 1, and of CRM data, curve 2; reproduced from ref [16]
by permission of Springer. Vertical lines are the centers of these distributions: cPT and ccert, respectively. The
common shaded area under the density function curves is the probability P of obtained PT results belonging to the
population of the CRM data. The semicircular pointers show the direction of the compatibility increasing.



After simple transformations, the following formula for the standard deviation of the sample
mean can be obtained: σPT/av /(σPT/√N) = [(NP – N)/(NP – 1)]1/2 = [(1 – ϕ)/(1 – 1/Np)]1/2. The depend-
ence of σPT/av on ϕ is shown (in units of σPT/√N) in Fig. 6 for the populations of NP = 10, 20, and 100
laboratories, curves 1–3, respectively. 

Since at least two PT results are necessary for calculation of a standard deviation (i.e., the mini-
mal sample size is N = 2), curve 1 is shown for ϕ ≥ 20 %, curve 2 for ϕ ≥ 10 %, and curve 3 for ϕ ≥
2 %. The population size has much less influence here than the sample fraction value. 

Dependence of sPT on ϕ by the formula sPT/σPT = [1/(1 – ϕ/N)]1/2 is weak in comparison with
the previous one in Fig. 6, since the correction factor values are of 0.96–1.00 only for any event when
the sample size is of N = 10–100 PT results.

As NP increases and ϕ decreases, the values (NP – N)/(NP – 1) → 1 and 1/(1 – ϕ/N) → 1, and the
corrections for finite population size disappear: σPT/av → σPT/√N and sPT → σPT. Therefore, the cor-
rections are negligible for ϕ values up to around 5–10 % (shown by the gray bars in Fig. 6).

These corrections should, however, be applied with care, only when the population is really finite. 

7. OUTLIERS

Since the number of PT results (the sample size N) is limited, it is also important to treat extreme re-
sults correctly if they are not caused by a known gross error or miscalculation. Even at large N, extreme
results can provide valuable information to the PT provider and should not be disregarded entirely in
analysis of the PT results without due consideration. When N is small, extreme results cannot usually
be identified as outliers by known statistical tests because of the low power of these tests.

Fortunately, the metrological approach for small schemes makes outlier handling less important,
since assigned values should not be calculated by consensus, and scores are not expected to be based
on observed standard deviations. Accordingly, outliers have effect on scoring only for the laboratory re-
porting outlying results and for the PT provider seeking the underlying causes of such problems. 
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Fig. 6 Dependence of the standard deviation of the sample mean σPT/av (in units of σPT/√N) on the sample fraction
ϕ, reproduced from ref. [8] by permission of Springer. Curves 1, 2 and 3 are for the populations of NP = 10, 20,
and 100 laboratories, respectively. The gray bar shows the intermediate range of sample fraction values ϕ = 5 to
10 % (at ϕ < 5 % corrections for a finite population size are negligible, as a rule). 



8. EFFECTIVENESS OF APPROACHES TO PT

While traditional approaches to PT (used consensus values for assessment of a laboratory performance)
are not acceptable for N < 30, the metrological approach (based on the CRM use) is acceptable from
statistical and metrological points of view for any N, including N ≥ 30 as well. However, a PT cost in-
creasing with N should also be taken into account for any correct PT scheme design.

ANNEX A. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF METROLOGICAL COMPATIBILITY OF PT
RESULTS

CONTENTS

A-1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DISTRIBUTION OF CRM ASSIGNED VALUE DATA
AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF PT RESULTS 

A-2. NULL AND ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES 
A-3. CRITERION FOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF PT RESULTS 

A-3.1 Example
A-3.2 Reliability of the assessment

A-4. A NON-PARAMETRIC TEST FOR PT RESULTS WITH AN UNKNOWN DISTRIBUTION
A-4.1 Reliability of the test
A-4.2 Example
A-4.3 Limitations 

A-1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DISTRIBUTION OF CRM ASSIGNED VALUE DATA
AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF PT RESULTS 

Data used for calculation of the CRM assigned value and the measurement/analysis results of the lab-
oratories participating in PT can be considered as independent random events. Therefore, the relation
between them can be characterized by the common area P under the density function curves for both
CRM data and for PT results. The P value is the probability of joint events and, therefore, the proba-
bility of PT results obtained belonging to the population of CRM data.

For the sake of simplicity, both distributions are assumed to be normal, with parameters ccert, σcert
and cPT, σPT, as shown in Fig. 7. The figure refers to a simulated example of aluminum determination
in coal fly ashes using a CRM developed by NIST, USA: SRM 2690 with ccert = 12.35 % and σcert =
0.14 % as mass fraction [27]. 
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Fig. 7 Probability density functions f of the PT results and of the CRM data when cPT = 12.25 % and σPT = 0.34 %;
reproduced from ref. [27] by permission of RSC. Values c1 and c2 are the measurement/test results corresponding
to the crossing points of the f curves. 



Since both density functions, fcert of CRM data and fPT of PT results are equal at the c1 and c2
values, one can write 

(1)

As shown in ref. [27], after transformations of expression 1, c1 and c2 can be calculated by the
following formula:

(2)

where

(3)

When c1 and c2 are known, the probability calculation is possible by the formula: 

(4)

where φ stands for the normalized normal distribution function. For example, calculations by formulas
2–4 in the case shown in Fig. 7 yield c1 = 12.16, c2 = 12.58 and P = 0.58.

Information on the distributions of both PT results and CRM data is limited by experimental sta-
tistical sample sizes. Therefore, the common area P under the probability density function curves of the
distributions (the probability of obtained PT results belonging to the population of the CRM data) can
adequately characterize the metrological compatibility only as much as the goodness-of-fit of empiri-
cal and theoretical distributions is high. However, the P value is of practical importance since it allows
one to choose a suitable null hypothesis for a criterion of a “yes–no” type for assessment of the metro-
logical compatibility of relatively small (not infinite) number of PT results.

A-2. NULL AND ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES 

The chosen null hypothesis H0 states that the metrological compatibility is satisfactory if the bias
|cPT – ccert| exceeds σcert only by a value which is insignificant in comparison with random interlabo-
ratory errors

(5) 

A coefficient of 0.3 is used according to the known metrological rule defining one standard deviation
insignificant in comparison with another one when the former does not exceed 1/3 of the latter (i.e., the
first variance is smaller than the second one by an order). By this hypothesis, the probability P of con-
sidering the PT results as belonging to the population of CRM data is P ≥ 0.53 for the ratio γ =
σcert/σPT ≥ 0.4 (as shown in Fig. 7), when the right-hand side of expression 5 reaches the value of
1.25σcert. 
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The alternative hypothesis H1 assumes that the metrological compatibility is not satisfactory and
the bias |cPT – ccert| exceeds σcert significantly, for example:

(6)

etc.

A-3. CRITERION FOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF PT RESULTS

The criterion for not rejecting H0 for a statistical sample of size N, i.e., for results of N laboratories par-
ticipating in the PT, is 

(7)

where cPT/av and sPT are the sample estimates of cPT and σPT calculated from the same N results as the
sample average and standard deviation, correspondingly; the left-hand side of the expression represents
the upper limit of the confidence interval for the bias |cPT – ccert|; t1–α is the quantile of the one-tailed
Student’s distribution for the number of degrees of freedom N – 1; the 1 – α value is the probability of
the bias not exceeding the upper limit of its confidence interval. 

By substituting the ratio γ and sPT/σPT = [χ2
α/(N – 1)]1/2, where χ2

α is the α quantile of χ2 distri-
bution for the number of degrees of freedom N – 1, into formula 7, the following transformation of the
criterion is obtained:

(8)

Table 1 gives the numerical values for the right-hand side of the criterion at α = 0.025. 

Table 1 Bias norms in sPT units by criterion 8.

γ N

5 10 15 20 30 40 50

0.4 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.26 0.30 0.32 0.34
0.7 0.95 0.68 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67
1.0 1.76 1.19 1.09 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.02

These values are the norms for the bias of the average PT result from the analyte concentration
certified in the CRM (in sPT units). The value of γ should be set based on the requirements to the ana-
lytical results taking into account σPT fit-for-intended-use value that is equal either to the standard an-
alytical/measurement uncertainty or to the target standard deviation σtarg calculated using the Horwitz
curve [2,3] or another database. 

A-3.1 Example 

According to the ASTM standard [29], the means of the results of duplicate aluminum determinations
in coal fly ashes carried out by different laboratories on riffled splits of the analysis sample should not
differ by more than 2.0 % for Al2O3, i.e., 1.06 % for aluminum. Since the range for two laboratory re-
sults is limited by the standard, σPT = 1.06/2.77 = 0.38 %, where 2.77 is the 0.95 quantile of the range
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distribution. In case of the discussed SRM 2690 with σcert = 0.14 % the value γ is 0.14/0.38 = 0.4.
Simulated statistical samples of the PT results are given in Table 2. Metrological compatibility of re-
sults of the first 15 laboratories can be assessed as satisfactory by the norm in Table 1 for γ = 0.4 (0.23),
since |cPT/av – ccert| = |12.30 – 12.35| = 0.05 < 0.23 sPT = 0.23 × 0.34 = 0.08 % as mass fraction. The
same is true concerning the metrological compatibility of results of all the 30 laboratories (the norm in
Table 1 is 0.30): |cPT/av – ccert| = |12.38 – 12.35| = 0.03 < 0.30 sPT = 0.30 × 0.35 = 0.11 %. 

Table 2 PT results of aluminum determination in
SRM 2690 (simulated in % as mass fraction). 

Lab No. i 100 ci Lab No. i 100 ci

1 12.76 16 12.60
2 12.19 17 12.81
3 12.68 18 12.39
4 12.21 19 11.96
5 12.96 20 11.91
6 12.27 21 11.86
7 11.96 22 12.32
8 12.03 23 12.53
9 11.88 24 12.84

10 11.97 25 12.67
11 12.23 26 12.86
12 12.48 27 12.75
13 12.69 28 12.66
14 12.21 29 11.99
15 11.98 30 12.61
cPT/av 12.30 cPT/av 12.38
sPT 0.34 sPT 0.35

For other detailed examples, see Examples 3 and 4 in Annex B.

A-3.2 Reliability of the assessment

Reliability in such metrological compatibility assessment is determined by the probabilities of not re-
jecting the null hypothesis H0 when it is true, and rejecting it when it is false (i.e., when the alternative
hypothesis H1 is true). Criterion 8 does not allow rejecting hypothesis H0 with probability 1 – α when
it is true. Probability of an error of type I by this criterion (to reject the H0 hypothesis when it is true)
is α. The probability of rejecting H0, when it is false, i.e., when the alternative hypotheses H1 are actu-
ally true (the criterion power, PC) is

(9)

where

(10)
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The value of the deviation parameter λ is calculated substituting the bias |cPT – ccert| in eq. 10 by its
value corresponding to the alternative hypothesis. For hypothesis H1 by formula 6, the substitution is
2.0[σ 2

cert + (0.3σ PT)2]1/2 and, therefore, λ = [(0.09 + γ2)N]1/2. The probability of an error of type II (not
rejecting the H0 when it is false) equals β = 1 – PC. Both operational characteristics of the criterion PC
and β are shown in Fig. 8 at α = 0.025 for different γ values and different numbers N of the PT partic-
ipants.

Thus, the reliability of the compatibility assessment using the hypotheses H0 against H1 for the
PT scheme for aluminum determination in coal fly ashes (where γ = 0.4) can be characterized by (i)
probability 1 – α = 0.975 of the correct assessment of the compatibility as successful (i.e., not reject-
ing the null hypothesis H0 when it is true) for any number N of the laboratories participating in PT, and
by (ii) probability PC = 0.42 of correct assessment of the compatibility as unsuccessful (i.e., rejecting
H0 when the alternative hypothesis H1 is true) for N = 15, and probability PC = 0.75 for N = 30 results.
Probability α of a type I error is 0.025 for any N, while probability β of a type II error is 0.58 for N = 15,
and 0.25 for N = 30, etc.

The power of criterion 8 is high (PC > 0.5) for a number of PT participants N ≥ 20. 

A-4. NON-PARAMETRIC TEST FOR PT RESULTS WITH AN UNKNOWN DISTRIBUTION 

In the case of unknown distributions differing from the normal distribution, the median is more robust
than the average, i.e., it is reproduced better in the repeated experiments, being less sensitive to extreme
results or outliers. Therefore, the null hypothesis, assuming here that the bias of PT results exceeds σcert
by a value that is insignificant in comparison with random interlaboratory errors, has the following
form: 

(11)

where MPT is the median of PT results of hypothetically infinite number N of participants, i.e., the pop-
ulation median.
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Fig. 8 Power PC of the criterion and probability β of an error of type II (in dependence on the number N of
laboratories participating in PT) for probability α = 0.025 of an error of type I; reproduced from ref. [28] by
permission of Springer. Curve 1 are at γ = 0.4, and curve 2 - at γ = 1.0. 



If MPT ≥ ccert, the null hypothesis H0 implies that probability Pe of an event when a result ci of
the i-th PT-participating laboratory exceeds the value ccert + Δ, is Pe{ci > ccert + Δ}≤ ½ according to
the median definition. If MPT < ccert, the probability of ci yielding the value ccert – Δ is also
Pe{ci < ccert – Δ}≤ ½. The alternative hypothesis H1 assumes that the bias exceeds σcert significantly
and probabilities of the events described above are Pe > ½, for example: 

(12)

where Δ is the same as in eq. 11. Probabilities Pe of the events according to the alternative hypothesis
H1 for a normal distribution (depending on the permissible bias Δ in σPT units at different γ values) are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Probability Pe according to
alternative hypothesis H1.

γ Δ/σPT Pe

0.4 0.50 0.69
0.7 0.75 0.77
1.0 1.04 0.85

Since the population median is unknown in practice, and results of N laboratories participating in
PT form a N-size statistical sample from the population, hypothesis H0 is not rejected when the upper
limit of the median confidence interval does not exceed ccert + Δ, or the lower limit does not yield
ccert – Δ. The limits can be evaluated based on the simplest non-parametric sign test [30]. According to
this test, the number N+ of results ci > ccert + Δ or the number N– of results ci < ccert – Δ should not ex-
ceed the critical value A (the bias norm) in order not to reject H0. The A values are available, for ex-
ample, in ref. [31]. For N from 5 to 50 PT participants and confidence levels 0.975
(α = 1–0.975 = 0.025) and 0.95 (α = 0.05), these values are shown in Table 4. The A value for fewer
than six participants at α = 0.025 cannot be determined, and therefore, is not presented in Table 4 for
N = 5.

Table 4 Bias norms A by the sign test.

α N

5 10 15 20 30 40 50

0.025 – 1 3 5 9 13 17
0.05 0 1 3 5 10 14 18

A-4.1 Reliability of the test

The test does not allow rejecting hypothesis H0 with a probability of 1 – α, when it is true. The proba-
bility of an error of type I by this test (to reject the H0 hypothesis when it is true) is α. The probability
of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is false, i.e., when the alternative hypothesis is actually true (the
test power: PT), is tabulated in ref. [31]. The probability of type II error (not rejecting H0 when it is
false) equals β = 1 – PT. The operational characteristics of the test (PT and β) are shown in Fig. 9 at α =
0.025 for the alternative hypothesis H1 at different γ values and different numbers N of the PT partici-
pants.
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A-4.2 Example 

The hypothesis about normal distribution of the PT results in the example shown in Table 2 was not
tested because of the small size of the statistical samples. Therefore, the sample size is increased here
to N = 50: the simulated data are presented in Table 5 (the simulation is performed by the known method
of successive approximations). Such sample size allows testing the hypothesis about the data normal
distribution applying the Cramer-von-Mises ω2-criterion, which is powerful for statistical samples of
small sizes [32]

(13)

where j = 1, 2, … , N is the number of the PT result Cj in the statistical sample ranked by increasing c
value (c1 ≤ c2 ≤ … ≤ cN); xj = (cj – cPT/av)/sPT is the normalized value of the j-th result which is dis-
tributed with the mean of 0 and the standard deviation of 1; and φ (xj) is the value of the function of the
normalized normal distribution for xj.
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Fig. 9 Power PT of the test and probability β of an error of type II in dependence on the number N of laboratories
participating in PT, when probability of an error of type I is α = 0.025; reproduced from ref. [30] by permission of
Springer. The null hypothesis H0 is tested against the alternative hypotheses H1 at γ = 0.4 and γ = 1.0 shown by
curves 1 and 2, respectively.
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Table 5 PT results of aluminum determination in SRM 2690 (simulated in % as mass fraction) ranked according
to their increasing value.

No. Result, 100 Sign No. Result, 100 Sign No. Result, 100 Sign
j 100 Ci (Cj – ccert) j 100 Ci (Cj – ccert) j 100 Ci (Cj – ccert)

1 11.86 –0.49 – 18 12.44 0.09 0 35 12.53 0.18 0
2 11.88 –0.47 – 19 12.44 0.09 0 36 12.55 0.20 +
3 11.90 –0.45 – 20 12.45 0.10 0 37 12.56 0.21 +
4 11.91 –0.44 – 21 12.46 0.11 0 38 12.57 0.22 +
5 11.93 –0.42 – 22 12.46 0.11 0 39 12.60 0.25 +
6 11.96 –0.39 – 23 12.47 0.12 0 40 12.61 0.26 +
7 11.96 –0.39 – 24 12.48 0.13 0 41 12.64 0.29 +
8 11.97 –0.38 – 25 12.49 0.14 0 42 12.66 0.31 +
9 11.98 –0.37 – 26 12.49 0.14 0 43 12.67 0.32 +

10 11.99 –0.36 – 27 12.50 0.15 0 44 12.68 0.33 +
11 12.03 –0.32 – 28 12.50 0.15 0 45 12.69 0.34 +
12 12.07 –0.28 – 29 12.51 0.16 0 46 12.76 0.41 +
13 12.17 –0.18 0 30 12.51 0.16 0 47 12.81 0.46 +
14 12.19 –0.16 0 31 12.52 0.17 0 48 12.84 0.49 +
15 12.20 –0.15 0 32 12.52 0.17 0 49 12.90 0.55 +
16 12.34 –0.01 0 33 12.53 0.18 0 50 12.96 0.61 +
17 12.43 0.08 0 34 12.53 0.18 0 N– = 12; N+ = 15

The probability that ω2 = 1.95 calculated by formula 13 for the data in Table 5 exceeds randomly
the critical value 1.94 (for N = 50) equals 0.10 [31]. Therefore, the hypothesis about normal distribu-
tion of these data should be rejected at the level of confidence of 0.90. The corresponding empirical his-
togram and the theoretical (normal) distribution are shown in Fig. 10. It is clear that the empirical dis-
tribution is bimodal, therefore, no normal distribution can fit it. Since other known distributions are also
not suitable here, the proposed non-parametric test was applied for the comparability assessment of the
results. 

Taking into account ccert = 12.35 %, σcert = 0.14 %, σPT = 0.38 %, and γ = 0.14/0.38 = 0.4, one
can calculate Δ = 0.50 × 0.38 = 0.19 % (Table 5), ccert + Δ = 12.54 % and ccert – Δ = 12.16 %. There
are N+ = 15 results cj > 12.54 %, N– = 12 results cj < 12.16 %, and N – N+ – N– = 23 values in the range
ccert ± Δ. The sample median found is c25 = c26 = 12.49 > ccert = 12.35 % and N+ > N–. However, N+
is lower than the critical value A = 17 at α = 0.025 and N = 50 (Table 4). Therefore, null hypothesis H0
concerning successful metrological compatibility of the results is not rejected.

Reliability of the assessment with hypotheses H0 against H1 for this case can be characterized by:
(i) probability 1– α = 0.975 of correct assessment of the compatibility as successful (not rejecting the
null hypothesis when it is true) for any number N ≥ 6 of the PT participants, and (ii) probability
PT = 0.73 of correct assessment of the compatibility of N = 50 PT results as unsuccessful (rejecting H0
when alternative hypothesis H1 is true). The probability α of a type I error is 0.025 for any N ≥ 6, while
the probability β of a type II error is 0.27 for N = 50.

Additional examples of the use of the sign test see in Annex B, Examples 1 and 2, of ω2-criterion
application: Example 3.
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A-4.3 Limitations

Since the critical A values from the sign test are determined for N ≥ 4–8 depending on probabilities α,
and the test power is calculated also only for N ≥ 6–8, the proposed metrological compatibility assess-
ment cannot be performed for a smaller sample size. The power efficiency of the sign test in relation to
the t-test (ratio of the sizes N of statistical samples from normal populations allowing the same power)
is from 0.96 for N = 5 to 0.64 for infinite N. For example, practically the same power (0.73 and 0.75)
was achieved in the sign test of the compatibility of PT results for aluminum determination in coal fly
ashes at N = 50 discussed above, and in the t-test for the same purpose at N = 30 in the previous para-
graph 3. The power efficiency here is approximately of 30/50 = 0.6. On the other hand, when informa-
tion about the distribution of PT results is limited by N < 50, it is a problem to evaluate the goodness-
of-fit empirical and theoretical/normal distributions, a decrease of the t-test power and the
corresponding decrease of reliability of the compatibility assessment caused by deviation of the empir-
ical distribution from the normal one. 

ANNEX B. EXAMPLES
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Fig. 10 Histogram of PT results (frequency F of a result value c) – solid line, and the fitted normal distribution –
dotted line; reproduced from ref. [30] by permission of Springer.



B-2.4.1 Metrological compatibility assessment
EXAMPLE 3. SCENARIO 3: PT FOR DETERMINATION OF CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE

STRENGTH 
B-3.1 Objectives of the PT
B-3.2 Procedure for preparation of the IHRM

B-3.2.1 IHRM homogeneity, certified value, and its uncertainty
B-3.3 Methods used and raw data
B-3.4 Statistical analysis of the data

B-3.4.1 Metrological compatibility assessment
EXAMPLE 4. LIMITED POPULATION OF PT PARTICIPANTS: PT FOR ACID NUMBER DE-

TERMINATION IN USED MOTOR OILS 
B-4.1 Objectives of the PT
B-4.2 Procedure for preparation of the IHRM

B-4.2.1 Characterization of the IHRM 
B-4.3 Methods used and raw data
B-4.4 Statistical analysis of the data

B-4.4.1 Metrological compatibility assessment
EXAMPLE 5. SELECTION OF THE MOST COMMUTABLE (ADEQUATE) CRM FOR PT OF

CEMENTS 
B-5.1 Twelve components
B-5.2 Six components
B-5.3 One component
B-5.4 Sensitivity coefficient

EXAMPLE 1. SCENARIO 1: PT FOR LEAD DETERMINATION IN AIRBORNE PARTICLES 

B-1.1 Objectives of the PT

The objectives of this PT were to determine whether the quality criteria described in the European
Directives [33,34] concerning the analysis of As, Cd, Ni, and Pb in airborne particles are reached and
the most important sources of uncertainties are identified. The measurement method is divided by the
standard [35] into two main parts: first, the sampling in the field, and, second, the analysis in the labo-
ratory. During sampling, particles are collected by drawing a measured volume of air through a filter
mounted in a sampler designed to collect the fraction of suspended particulate matter of less than 10 μm
(PM10) [36]. The sample filter is transported to the laboratory, and the analytes are taken into solution
by closed-vessel microwave digestion using nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide. The resultant solution
is analyzed by known analytical methods. When the quantity of an analyte in the solution is measured,
its concentration can be expressed in ng/m3 of the sampled air.

The PT was organized in 2005 in France and focused on the second (analytical) part of the
method. The PT provider was the Ecole des Mines de Douai (EMD) supported by the Laboratoire
National de Métrologie et d’Essais (LNE). Ten laboratories (N = 10) of the Association Agréées de
Surveillance de la Qualité de l’Air participated in this trial. 

Only results for lead are discussed below for brevity. 

B-1.2 Procedure for preparation of the IHRM

The PM10 fraction of suspended particulate matter was collected by EMD on an industrial site accord-
ing to the standard [36]. Sampling was performed on 20 quartz filters (diameter 50 mm) during one
week at a flow rate of air of 1 m3 h–1, which means a total of 168 m3. Dust on the filters was then di-
gested with 5 ml HNO3 + 1 ml H2O2 in a microwave oven. 
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The LNE was in charge to prepare 1 l of a solution from the digestion residue, which could be
used in the PT as an IHRM. The assigned/certified value of the lead content in the solution ccert =
26.72 μg l–1 provided by LNE was obtained with a primary method: isotope dilution-inductive coupled
plasma-mass spectrometry (ID-ICP-MS). This content corresponds to 26.72 × 1000/168 = 159 ng m–3

Pb in the sampled air. The expanded measurement uncertainty of the certified value was Ucert =
0.77 μg l–1 at the level of confidence 0.95 and the coverage factor of 2. No stability tests were con-
ducted, since the laboratories used the solution just after the preparation. The uncertainty due to inho-
mogeneity of the 1-l solution was considered negligible. Note that the standard uncertainty was ucert =
0.77/2 = 0.38 μg l–1, i.e., 1.4 % of the certified value.

Each laboratory received a bottle of 50 ml of this solution (for all analytes). 

B-1.3 Analytical methods used and raw data

The list of the participating laboratories was confidential. All of them followed the standard [35]. The
methods used were: ICP-MS, graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometry (GF-AAS), and induc-
tively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy with ultrasonic nebulization (ICP-OES-USN). The
measurements results of i-th laboratory ci, i = 1, 2, …, N = 10, are shown in Table 6.

Table 6 Results of the PT for lead content determination in the solution.

Lab No. Method ci/μg l–1 (ci – ccert)/μg l–1 zi Sign
i

1 ICP-MS 20.12 –6.60 –1.98 –
2 ICP-MS 20.28 –6.44 –1.93 –
3 ICP-OES-USN 30.34 3.62 1.08 +
4 GF-AAS 29.00 2.28 0.68 +
5 ICP-MS 25.00 –1.72 –0.51 –
6 GF-AAS 28.40 1.68 0.50 +
7 ICP-MS 27.80 1.08 0.32 +
8 ICP-MS 25.70 –1.02 –0.31 –
9 GF-AAS 28.20 1.48 0.44 +

10 ICP-MS 25.51 –1.21 –0.36 –

B-1.4 Statistical analysis of the data

There was no statistically significant dependence of the results on the analytical method used. The ro-
bust value of the experimental standard deviation sPT of a laboratory result ci calculated by the LNE
from the data shown in Table 6 using Algorithm A of the standards [3,37] was of 3.93 μg l–1, i.e.,
14.7 % of the certified value. Since the expanded uncertainty stated for lead in the European Directives
[33,34] and the standard [35, p. 30] is 25 %, the target value for standard deviation of a laboratory re-
sult in the PT was σtarg = 25/2 = 12.5 % or 3.34 μg l–1.

The uncertainty of the certified value ucert = 1.4 % was negligible in comparison with σtarg and
the z-score was applicable for proficiency testing based on the target σtarg value. The calculated z-score
values are shown in Table 6. All of them are between –2 and +2, and therefore, were interpreted as sat-
isfactory.

B-1.4.1 Metrological compatibility assessment 
Since a hypothesis on the normal distribution of the PT results was not taken into account, compatibil-
ity of the results (as a group) is tested based on non-parametric statistics as shown in Annex A, para-
graph 4. 
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As the standard uncertainty of the certified value ucert = 1.4 % was insignificant in comparison
with the target standard deviation of PT results σtarg = 12.5 %, the permissible bias of the median of the
PT results from the certified value was Δ = 0.3σtarg = 3.75 % or 1.00 μg l–1. Therefore, ccert + Δ = 27.72
μg l–1 and ccert – Δ = 25.72 μg l–1. There were N+ = 5 results ci > 27.72 μg l–1 and N– = 5 results ci <
25.72 μg l–1. They are shown in Table 6 as signs “+” and “–”, respectively. Both N+ and N– values are
higher than the critical value A = 1 in Table 4. Therefore, null hypothesis H0 concerning compatibility
of this group of results should be rejected, in spite of the satisfactory z-score values for every labora-
tory participant of the PT. Probability of a type I error (to reject the hypothesis when it is correct) of the
decision is of 0.025, while probability of a type II error (to not reject the hypothesis when it is false) is
of above 0.85 according to Fig. 9.

EXAMPLE 2. SCENARIO 2: PT FOR ARSENIC DETERMINATION IN WATER

B-2.1 Objectives of the PT

The aim of the PT was to support water-testing laboratories from the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) and from the East African Community in their effort to improve the quality of
measurement results. The PT round was organized in 2006 within the Water PT Scheme of the SAD-
CMET (SADC Cooperation in Measurement Traceability). The organizers were the Water Quality
Services, Windhoek, Namibia, in cooperation with the Universität Stuttgart, Germany, and with finan-
cial support by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig, Germany. The analytes were
Ca, Mg, Na, K, Fe, Mn, Al, Pb, Cu, Zn, Cr, Ni, Cd, As, SO4

2–, Cl–, F–, NO3
–, and PO4

3– in synthetic
water modeling drinking/ground water. Three IHRMs with different analyte concentrations were pre-
pared and distributed between the laboratory participants for analysis. 

In the following description, the determination of the arsenic concentration in one IHRM only
was selected as an example. 

B-2.2 Procedure for preparation of the IHRM 

The IHRM was formulated on the basis of analytical-grade water spiked with pure chemicals.
Arsenic(III) oxide from Sigma-Aldrich (purity pc = 99.995 %) was used for the preparation of the stock
solution with a content of As of about 0.4 mg g–1. The mass mAs2O3

of the oxide was measured on an
analytical balance (Sartorius RC 210D), the total mass mss/t of the stock solution was determined by the
difference weighing on a Sartorius BA3100P balance. About mss = 100 g of the stock solution was di-
luted to about mdil/t = 1000 g also on a Sartorius BA3100P balance. Finally, about mdil = 200 g of the
diluted solution (also weighed on the same balance) was diluted to about mlot = 49900 g. The total mass
mlot of this lot was determined by difference weighing on a Sartorius F150S balance. 

The assigned/certified value of the As concentration in the IHRM was assessed according to the
preparation procedure and taking into account the proportion pAs/As2O3

= M(As)/M(As2O3), where M
is the atomic or molecular weight (from IUPAC publications), the purity pc of As2O3 used, the density
ρlot of the final lot, and a buoyancy correction factor bcf. The density of the final lot was measured gravi-
metrically using a 100-ml pycnometer. The certified value ccert of the mass concentration of As in the
final lot was calculated by the following formula:

(14)

Formula 14 enables also calculation of the uncertainty budget of the certified value. The uncertainties
of the masses were derived from precision experiments, delivering directly the standard uncertainty, and
from the linearity tolerances given by the manufacturer (used as rectangular distribution). The uncer-
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tainty of the purity was derived from the manufacturer’s information. The uncertainty of the buoyancy
correction factor was estimated from the possible variations in the atmospheric pressure, air humidity
and temperature [38]. For the estimation of the uncertainty of density, a separate budget was calculated
taking into account the uncertainties of the weighing and that of the temperature measurement. The un-
certainties of the atomic weights and of stability and homogeneity of the solution were neglected. 

The assigned/certified value of the As content in the IHRM and its expanded uncertainty were
ccert ± Ucert = 0.1706 ± 0.0001 mg l–1 at the level of confidence 0.95 and the coverage factor of 2. Note
that the expanded uncertainty was of 0.07 % of the reference value.

Each laboratory received a bottle of 1 l of this IHRM (for all analytes). 

B-2.3 Analytical methods used and raw data

Nine laboratory participants (N = 9) reported results on determination of the As concentration shown in
Table 7. One of the current major problems with water analysis in Africa is absence of any common
standard for analytical methods. The methods used were ICP-OES, AAS, and others.

Table 7 Results of the PT for arsenic content determination in water.

Lab No. Method ci/mg l–1 (ci – ccert)/mg l–1 zi Comment Sign
i

4 AAS 0.03 –0.1406 –4.12 No –
10 other 0.20 0.0294 0.86 Yes +
18 ICP-OES 0.20 0.0294 0.86 Yes +
19 ICP-OES 0.12 –0.0506 –1.48 Yes –
26 ICP-OES 0.12 –0.0506 –1.48 Yes –
34 AAS 0.169 –0.0206 –0.05 Yes 0
35 AAS 0.08 –0.0906 –2.66 Quest –
37 ICP-OES 0.789 0.6184 18.12 No +
38 other 0.258 0.0874 2.56 Quest +

B-2.4 Statistical analysis of the data

High standard deviations from the certified value (above 20 % of the value) were expected at a work-
shop organized for representatives of the laboratory participants prior to this PT round. Therefore, it was
decided to use the target standard deviation σtarg of 20 % of the certified value, when the experimental
standard deviation sPT > 20 %. Since in the As case the robust sPT value, calculated from the data shown
in Table 7 by Algorithm A of the standards [3,37], was of 50.5 % (0.086 mg l–1), the stated target value
σtarg = 20 % (0.034 mg l–1) was applied for the proficiency assessment with z-score. The z-score val-
ues are shown in Table 7 with the comments: satisfactory (Yes) when they were between –2 and +2,
questionable (Quest) for 2 < |z| <3, and not satisfactory (No) for the other values. Thus, results of five
laboratories were assessed as satisfactory, of two – as questionable, and of two – as not satisfactory. 

There was no statistically significant dependence of the results on the analytical methods used.

B-2.4.1 Metrological compatibility assessment 
Since a hypothesis on the normal distribution of the PT results was not taken into account, compatibil-
ity of the results (as a group) is tested based on non-parametric statistics as shown in Annex A, para-
graph 4. The standard uncertainty of the certified value ucert = 0.07/2 = 0.035 % was insignificant in
comparison with the target standard deviation of PT results σtarg = 20 %.

Therefore, the permissible bias of the median of the PT results from the certified value was Δ =
0.3σtarg = 6 % or 0.0102 mg l–1, ccert + Δ = 0.1808 mg l–1 and ccert – Δ = 0.1604 mg l–1. There were
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N+ = 4 results ci > 0.1808 mg l–1, N– = 4 results ci < 0.1604 mg l–1, and N – N+ – N– = 1 result in the
range ccert ± Δ. They are shown in Table 7 as signs “+”, “–”, and “0”, respectively. Both N+ and N– val-
ues were higher than the critical value A = 1 in Table 4. Therefore, null hypothesis H0 concerning com-
patibility of this group of the PT results was rejected with probability of a type I error (to reject the hy-
pothesis when it is correct) of 0.025 and probability of a type II error (to not reject the hypothesis when
it is false) of above 0.85 according to Fig. 9.

EXAMPLE 3. SCENARIO 3: PT FOR DETERMINATION OF CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH 

B-3.1 Objectives of the PT

The purpose of the PT organized in 2005 by the Israel Laboratory Accreditation Authority and the
National Physical Laboratory of Israel (INPL) was assessment of performance of accredited laborato-
ries testing concretes for a local (Israeli) building industry. Slump and compressive strength were cho-
sen in the PT as the test parameters of fresh and hardened concrete, practically the most required by the
customers. 

The PT was based on preparing and immediate use of test items/samples of an IHRM of a con-
crete at a reference laboratory (RL)—the Research Unit of the Department of Building Units and
Materials at ISOTOP, Ltd. 

The results of N = 25 PT participants were compared with the IHRM assigned/certified values,
taking into account both the uncertainties of the certified values and the measurement/test uncertainties
of the participants [39]. 

In the following description, the compressive strength results only are discussed as an example.
Compressive strength is measured by standard [40] as a pressure, MPa, applied by a special testing ma-
chine to a 100-mm hardened concrete test cube in order to destroy it. To prepare the test cubes, the stan-
dard requires filling the corresponding steel forms with the concrete by hand using a steel rod or by
means of a vibrating table. Afterwards, the test cubes should be stored 7 days under controlled condi-
tions (air temperature of 21 ± 3 °C and humidity of more than 95 %) and then 21 days under standard
laboratory conditions for hardening. On the 28th day, the test cubes should be destroyed. Six test cubes
are recommended to be prepared and destroyed as replicates. A test result is calculated as an average of
the six pressure measurements. 

B-3.2 Procedure for preparation of the IHRM

The composition of the IHRM developed for the PT corresponded to fresh concrete of type B30 by the
standard [41]. Aggregates were thoroughly washed with water before the experiment, dried until con-
stant weight at 105 ± 5 °C, sieved and homogenized. The sea sand was also dried until constant weight
at 105 ± 5 °C, sieved (the fraction smaller than 0.65 mm was used) and homogenized. The components
were stored in RL at air humidity of 45 to 60 %. 

The concrete for every PT participant (IHRM sample of 35 l) was produced by RL using the same
Pan Mixer of 55 l, company “Controls”, Italy, in the same conditions. Every participant had a possibil-
ity to start testing its sample from the moment when the concrete preparation was finished. 

Twenty-nine samples were prepared by RL during two weeks in September 2005 before the rainy
season in Israel influences air humidity. RL tested four samples—the 1st, 12th, 23rd, and the 29th (last)
samples—for the material inhomogeneity study and characterization. Other 25 samples were tested by
the PT participants according to the schedule preliminary prepared and announced. 
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B-3.2.1 IHRM homogeneity, certified value, and its uncertainty
RL prepared the test cubes from the IHRM samples by filling the corresponding steel forms with a vi-
brating table. Since the samples were tested immediately after preparation, its stability was not relevant
as a source of measurement/test uncertainty. Between- and intra- sample inhomogeneity was evaluated
based on analysis of variances (ANOVA). 

The assigned/certified value of the IHRM was calculated as averaged RL result of the compres-
sive strength determination in the four samples: ccert = Σ

4

n=1
cavg/n/4 = 32.0 MPa, where cavg/n = Σ

6

j=1
cnj /6 is

the result of the test of the n-th sample, cnj is the replicate j value for the sample n. 
The standard uncertainty of the certified value ucert included the measurement/test uncertainty

component umRL = 1 MPa and the components arising from the material inhomogeneity: ucert =
(umRL

2 + sbsi
2 + sisi

2/6)1/2 = 1.9 MPa, where sbsi = 1.53 MPa and sisi = 0.70 MPa are the between- and
intra-sample standard deviations, respectively. 

B-3.3 Methods used and raw data

The participants prepared test cubes using their own facilities both for hand preparation (“hand” in
Table 8) and with a vibrating table (“vibr.”) corresponding to the standard [40]. On the next day after
preparation, the hardened cubes were transferred from RL to the laboratory of the participant, where
compressive strength determinations were performed (every one of 6 replicates). The participant results
are presented in Table 8, where ci = Σ

6

j=1
cnj /6 is the result of the i-th laboratory; cij is the j-th replicate of

the i-th laboratory; umLP is the standard measurement/test uncertainty declared by the participant;
ucomb = (umLP

2 + ucert
2)1/2 is the test combined standard uncertainty; and ζi = (ci – ccert)/ucomb is the

ζ-score value for the i-th laboratory result.

Table 8 Results of compressive strength determination obtained by the PT participants.

Lab No. Cube Replicates, cij/MPa umLP/ ci/ (ci – ccert)/ ucomb/ ζi
i prep. ci1 ci2 ci3 ci4 ci5 ci6 MPa MPa MPa MPa

1 hand 27.5 27.5 26 28.5 29 28 1.9 27.75 –4.2 2.6 –1.60
2 vibr 30.5 29 30.5 28.5 29 30 5.2 29.58 –2.4 5.5 –0.43
3 hand 33 33 33 33 33 33 1.9 33.00 1.0 2.6 0.39
4 hand 31.5 31.5 32 30 31 32 1 31.33 –0.6 2.1 –0.31
5 hand 30.5 31 30 30.5 31.5 30 0.67 30.58 –1.4 2.0 –0.71
6 hand 29.5 30 29 29 30 28.5 5.2 29.33 –2.6 5.5 –0.48
7 hand 29 27 29.5 31.5 27.5 29.5 2.5 29.00 –3.0 3.1 –0.97
8 hand 27.5 27 26.5 27.5 27.5 27.5 2 27.25 –4.7 2.7 –1.74
9 hand 30.5 30 30.5 29 30.5 29.5 1.9 30.00 –2.0 2.6 –0.75

10 vibr 34 33 34 33 33.5 33 0.41 33.42 1.4 1.9 0.76
11 hand 30 29.5 28.5 30.5 29 30.5 0.67 29.67 –2.3 2.0 –1.17
12 hand 31 31 31 30.5 31 30 5.2 30.75 –1.2 5.5 –0.22
13 hand 28 27.5 27 28 28.5 29 1 28.00 –4.0 2.1 –1.89
14 hand 32 30.5 31.5 32 30.5 31 1 31.25 –0.7 2.1 –0.35
15 hand 33.5 33 33 33 32.5 32 5.2 32.83 0.9 5.5 0.15
16 hand 26.5 20.5 27 27 27.5 27.5 1.9 26.00 –6.0 2.6 –2.26
17 hand 31 30 29.5 28.5 29.5 29.5 1 29.67 –2.3 2.1 –1.10
18 hand 31 30 30 31 30.5 30 1.9 30.42 –1.6 2.6 –0.59
19 hand 30 30 29.5 28.5 29.5 28.5 2.5 29.33 –2.6 3.1 –0.85
20 hand 32.5 32.5 31 32 31 31.5 5.2 31.75 –0.2 5.5 –0.04
21 hand 30 30 29.5 30.5 30 30.5 5.2 30.08 –1.9 5.5 –0.34
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22 hand 27 28 28 28.5 27.5 28 2.4 27.83 –4.1 3.0 –1.38
23 hand 32 31.5 31.5 32 32 31 5.2 31.67 –0.3 5.5 –0.06
24 hand 32 31 31 31.5 31 31 5.2 31.25 –0.7 5.5 –0.13
25 hand 30.5 33 31.5 33 31.5 33.5 5.2 32.17 0.2 5.5 0.03

B-3.4 Statistical analysis of the data

The hypothesis about normal distribution of all the replicates cij obtained in the PT was not rejected ac-
cording to the Cramer-von-Mises criterion: the empirical value ω2 = 1.53 (calculated by formula 13,
Annex A) is less than the critical value of 2.50 at the level of confidence of 0.95. The histogram of cij
values and the fitted normal distribution are presented in Fig. 11.

When the hypothesis about normal distribution of replicates cij is not rejected, there are no rea-
sons also to reject the hypothesis about normal distribution of the replicate averages ci. The total

average result of the participants cPT/avg = Σ
N

i=1
ci /25 = 30.2 MPa is shown in Fig. 11 by a dotted line. The

standard deviation of ci from cPT/avg was sPT = 1.9 MPa. The assigned/certified value ccert = 32.0 MPa
is shown in Fig. 11 by another dotted line.

All the results were satisfactory according to the ζ-score values. The only questionable score
value was 2 < |ζ = –2.26| < 3 obtained by laboratory No. 16 (i = 16), shown in Fig. 11 by a pointer.
Probably it was a random deviation: five laboratories out of 100, i.e., one out of 20 laboratories, can
have |ζ| > 2 at the level of confidence of 0.95. 
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Table 8 (Continued).

Lab No. Cube Replicates, cij/MPa umLP/ ci/ (ci – ccert)/ ucomb/ ζi
i prep. ci1 ci2 ci3 ci4 ci5 ci6 MPa MPa MPa MPa

Fig. 11 Histogram (frequency F of a strength value c) and fitted normal distribution of compressive strength
determination results; reproduced from ref. [39] by permission of Springer. The value ccert is the IHRM
assigned/certified strength value, and cPT/avg is the average strength value obtained by the PT participants. The
pointer shows the average slump result obtained by laboratory (participant) No. 16.



B-3.4.1 Metrological compatibility assessment
Since the hypothesis on the normal distribution of the PT results was not rejected, compatibility of the
results (as a group) is tested as shown in Annex A, paragraph 3. 

Calibrated testing machines used in RL and in the laboratories participated in PT allow to meas-
ure pressure with standard uncertainty of less than 2 %. Therefore, the values ucert and sPT are equal
and the assumption γ = 1 is reasonable here. Since |cPT/avg – ccert|/sPT = 0.95 < 1.04, null hypothesis H0
concerning compatibility of this group of the PT results was not rejected with probability of a type I
error (to reject the hypothesis when it is correct) of 0.025 and probability of a type II error (to not re-
ject the hypothesis when it is false) of 0.35 according to Fig. 8. Thus, assessment of the PT results based
on the individual score values and on evaluation of the compatibility of these results as a group coin-
cided for the strength determinations. Nevertheless, metrological comparability in such a case should
be discussed further. 

The results of measuring the pressure (applied to a test cube in order to destroy it) are traceable
to the corresponding international measurement standards. The stages of test cube hardening during
28 days can be performed under conditions controlled by using traceable measurements. Therefore,
traceability of the IHRM-assigned strength value to international measurement standards can be
achieved theoretically. However, again, the test cube preparation depends on the technician’s art, even
when a vibrating table is used. Moreover, the fresh concrete is not stable and any IHRM, as described
above, can be intended for the single use only and locally, where it was prepared. Thus, metrological
comparability for the strength determinations is also of local relevance. 

EXAMPLE 4. LIMITED POPULATION OF PT PARTICIPANTS: PT FOR ACID NUMBER
DETERMINATION IN USED MOTOR OILS 

B-4.1 Objectives of the PT

Acid number (AN) of motor oil is an important parameter of its quality characterizing the aging
processes in the oils, corrosive properties, etc. The oil AN (also called “neutralization number”) is de-
fined as the mass of KOH necessary for the neutralization of acid constituents in 1 g of the oil, with the
unit mg g–1 [42–45]. 

The standard methods for AN determination in petroleum products are based on color indicator
titration [42,43] or on potentiometric titration [44,45] of the oil. The specific problem of used motor oils
constitutes a matrix effect. The matrix includes a number of contaminants accumulated during use of
the oil that may be considered to have acidic characteristics: organic and inorganic acids, esters, phe-
nolic compounds, lactones, resins, metal and ammonium salts, salts of other weak bases, acid salts of
polybasic acids, and addition agents such as inhibitors and detergents. These contaminants lead to the
dark color of used oil, and therefore, distortions complicate registration of the end-point of the titration
by standard methods using a color indicator. Standard potentiometric titration methods allow analysis
of such oils, but are complex and labor-consuming since they require preparation of nonaqueous buffer
solutions. The general drawback of the standard methods is the use of toxic toluene, as solvent, and non-
aqueous (alcoholic) titrants sensitive to atmospheric CO2. Therefore, a pH-metric method without titra-
tion was developed at INPL [46]. However, in this method, the matrix effect has probably also an in-
fluence when the contaminants poison the glass electrode and disturb its function. 

The purpose of the PT, organized in 1999–2000 by the Israel Forum of Managers of Oil
Laboratories with participation of INPL, was to assess results of AN determination in used motor oils,
obtained in different laboratories by different methods [47]. There were Np = 12 laboratories which had
experience in the field and could participate in the PT. In the following description, the PT-2000 only
is discussed as an example. Ten laboratories (N = 10) took part in this PT.
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B-4.2 Procedure for preparation of the IHRM 

About 20 l of typical used motor oil was filtered through a filter paper, heated to 70 °C, thoroughly
stirred at this temperature for 7 h, and then (still hot) divided into samples stored in plastic bottles of 1 l
with a hermetic cover. 

Four random samples were tested for kinematic viscosity at 40 °C by the standard method [48].
The sample standard deviation of 1 % from the mean test result (90.6 cSt or 0.0906 cm2 s–1) was ac-
cepted as an indicator of the oil homogeneity. 

Stability of the IHRM was not studied since there are no reasons for AN change in such an oil dur-
ing a time necessary for the PT (about month). Thus, uncertainties caused by homogeneity and stabil-
ity of the IHRM were neglected.

B-4.2.1 Characterization of the IHRM
Characterization of the IHRM was based on results of the potentiometric titration method obtained in
the PT, since AN is defined in terms of this method according to the standard [45]. In other words,
potentio metric titration is the primary method for AN determination by definition. 

A sample of 1 l was sent to every participating laboratory. The results are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9 Results of the PT for AN determination in used motor oil.

Lab No. Method ci/mg g–1 (ci – ccert)/mg g–1 zi Comment
i

1 Pot. titr. 3.48 0.87 2.35 Quest
2 Pot. titr. 2.26 –0.35 –0.95 Yes
3 Pot. titr. 3.28 0.67 1.81 Yes
4 Pot. titr. 3.28 0.67 1.81 Yes
6 Pot. titr. 1.17 –1.44 –3.89 No
7 Pot. titr. 2.80 0.19 0.51 Yes
8 Pot. titr. 2.42 –0.19 –0.51 Yes

10 Pot. titr. 2.39 –0.22 –0.59 Yes
11 pH-metr. 2.70 0.09 0.24 Yes
12 Pot. titr. 2.45 –0.16 –0.43 Yes

Supposing a normal distribution of potentiometric titration results (“Pot. titr.” in the table), the

IHRM assigned/certified value was calculated as the sample average of these results: ccert Σ
10,12

i=1
ci /9 = 2.61

mg g–1. Taking into account the effect of the limited population of the PT participants (paragraph 6 of
the Guide), the standard uncertainty of the certified value was calculated as the standard deviation of
the sample average: ucert = s[(Np – N*)/(NpN*)]1/2 = 0.71[(12 – 9)/(12 × 9)]1/2 = 0.12 mg g–1, where
N* = 9 is the number of the potentiometric titration results, and s = 0.71 mg g–1 is their sample stan-
dard deviation from ccert. 

B-4.3 Methods used and raw data

In addition to the results obtained by the standard potentiometric titration method and discussed above,
one can find in Table 9 the INPL result (lab No. 11) obtained with the pH-metric method without titra-
tion (“pH-metr” in the table). Any inter-method difference of the results was not indicated. The total av-
erage PT result was cPT/avg = 2.62 with the standard deviation sPT = 0.67 mg g–1.
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B-4.4 Statistical analysis of the data 

Requirements of the standard [45] to reproducibility of the results are formulated as a permissible dif-
ference between two single and independent results obtained by different operators working in differ-
ent laboratories on identical test material, i.e., as a range RAN

. For manual titration of used lubricating
oils, RAN

= 39 %, and for automatic titration, RAN
= 44 % of the average result cPT/avg. Therefore, the

target standard deviation can be formulated as σtarg = RAN
/2.77 at level of confidence 0.95 [49]. For

manual titration σtarg = 39 × 2.62/(2.77 × 100) = 0.37,  and  σtarg = 44 × 2.62/(2.77 × 100) = 0.42 mg g–1

for automatic titration. Since even for minimal of these two values the ratio γ = ucert/σtarg =
0.12/0.37 = 0.3, z-score can be applied for the proficiency assessment. The z-score values at σtarg = 0.37
are shown in Table 9 with the comments: satisfactory (Yes) when they were between –2 and +2,
 questionable (Quest) for 2 < |z| <3, and not satisfactory (No) for the other values. Thus, results of eight
laboratories were assessed as satisfactory, of one – as questionable, and of another one – as not satis-
factory. 

B-4.4.1 Metrological compatibility assessment
Since the hypothesis on the normal distribution of the PT results was not rejected, compatibility of the
results (as a group) is tested as shown in Annex A, paragraph 3. 

The bias |cPT/avg – ccert|/sPT is 0.01 < 0.20 at γ = 0.3, therefore, the null hypothesis H0 concern-
ing compatibility of this group of the PT results was not rejected with a probability of a type I error (to
reject the hypothesis when it is correct) of 0.025 and a probability of a type II error (to not reject the
hypothesis when it is false) of above 0.70 according to Fig. 8. Although not all individual z-score val-
ues were successful, the compatibility (group) assessment is positive, probably because of the standard
[45] use.

EXAMPLE 5. SELECTION OF THE MOST COMMUTABLE (ADEQUATE) CRM FOR PT OF
CEMENTS 

B-5.1 Twelve components

In certificates of CRMs of Portland cements SRMs No. 1881, 1884–1888 (developed by NIST, USA)
one can find the following caution: “to obtain the most accurate results by X-ray fluorescence methods
of analysis, the user should compare his samples to the particular SRM that is most nearly the same in
overall chemical composition”. This caution means that all 12 certified components of the cement com-
positions (n = 12) should be taken into account. The expected composition of the sample under analy-
sis and the certified values of the SRMs in % as mass fraction, as well as the ratio Ri and the adequacy
score AS values calculated as explained in paragraph 3.1.1 of the Guide, are shown in Table 10, where
ci,s and ci,cert are the concentrations of the i-th component in a sample and in the CRM, respectively,
and ai is the sensitivity coefficient. 
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Table 10 Evaluation of commutability of SRMs No. 1881, 1884–1888 to a sample of cement.

i Analyte ci,s SRM 1881 SRM 1884 SRM 1885 SRM 1886 SRM 1887 SRM 1888

100 Ri 100 Ri 100 Ri 100 Ri 100 Ri 100 Ri
ci,cert ci,cert ci,cert ci,cert ci,cert ci,cert

1 CaO 64 58.67 0.92 64.01 1.00 62.14 0.97 67.43 0.95 62.88 0.98 63.78 1.00
2 SiO2 21 22.25 0.94 23.19 0.91 21.24 0.99 22.53 0.93 19.98 0.95 20.86 0.99
3 Al2O3 4 4.16 0.96 3.31 0.83 3.68 0.92 3.99 1.00 5.59 0.72 5.35 0.75
4 Fe2O3 4 4.68 0.85 3.30 0.83 4.40 0.91 0.31 0.08 2.16 0.54 3.18 0.80
5 SO3 3 3.65 0.82 1.67 0.56 2.22 0.74 2.04 0.68 4.61 0.65 3.16 0.95
6 MgO 3 2.63 0.88 2.32 0.77 4.02 0.75 1.60 0.53 1.26 0.42 0.71 0.24
7 K2O 0.5 1.17 0.43 0.51 0.98 0.83 0.60 0.16 0.32 1.27 0.39 0.56 0.89
8 TiO2 0.2 0.25 0.80 0.16 0.80 0.20 1.00 0.19 0.95 0.27 0.74 0.29 0.69
9 Na2O 0.1 0.04 0.40 0.13 0.77 0.38 0.26 0.02 0.20 0.10 1.00 0.14 0.71
10 SrO 0.1 0.11 0.91 0.048 0.48 0.037 0.37 0.11 0.91 0.07 0.70 0.07 0.70
11 P2O5 0.1 0.09 0.90 0.12 0.83 0.10 1.00 0.025 0.25 0.075 0.75 0.085 0.85
12 Mn2O3 0.1 0.26 0.38 0.11 0.91 0.12 0.83 0.013 0.13 0.072 0.72 0.025 0.25
AS n = 12 2.2 5.8 2.2 0.0 1.1 0.9
AS n = 6 51.2 26.6 44.3 2.5 9.9 13.2
AS n = 2 80.4 77.3 72.5 50.6 41.3 23.6
AS a1 = 0.9 81.1 77.3 72.7 50.9 41.3 23.6

One can see that the SRM most commutable/adequate to the sample is SRM 1884 (AS = 5.8 %),
while the least suitable for the sample analysis is SRM 1886 (AS = 0.004 %) at all ai =1 [50]. The rea-
son for such a low AS value for SRM 1886 is the significant difference in concentrations of the com-
ponents in the SRM and in the sample, especially for Fe2O3 and Mn2O3 (R4 = 0.08 and R12 = 0.13). 

B-5.2 Six components

When only the first 6 major components in Table 10 should be taken into account (n = 6), the SRM most
adequate to the sample is SRM 1881 (AS = 51.2 %), while the SRM least suitable for the sample analy-
sis is again SRM 1886 (AS = 2.5 %). 

B-5.3 One component

At SRM selection for control of MgO gravimetric determination in the sample, only the CaO concen-
tration in addition to the MgO content is important, since a small amount of CaO remains in the MgO
precipitate. For this purpose, the most adequate SRM to the sample is SRM 1881 (AS = 80.4 %) and the
least suitable for the sample analysis is SRM 1888 (AS = 23.6 %). The reason is that the content of MgO
in SRM 1881 is the closest to the expected value in the sample under analysis, while in SRM 1888 it is
the least close. The influence of the differences in CaO concentrations in the SRMs on their adequacy
score is relatively less significant here.

B-5.4 Sensitivity coefficient 

When the component influence is less significant, the sensitivity coefficient can be decreased. For ex-
ample, the score of SRM 1881 adequacy to the sample at CaO sensitivity coefficient a1 = 0.9 is AS =
81.1 % (see the last line in Table 10). It is a little more than previously at a1 = 1, when AS = 80.4 % was
obtained. The score of SRM 1888 (AS = 23.6 %) is not changed here practically at all.
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Naturally, choosing components and parameters for another analytical task will yield other score
AS values and, correspondingly, a different SRM selection. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

A critical value for numbers N+ and/or N–
AAS atomic absorption spectrometry
ai empirical sensitivity coefficient of the i-th component
AN acid number 
AS adequacy score 
bcf buoyancy correction factor
c1, c2 measurement/test results corresponding to the crossing points of two

probability density functions
ccert certified (assigned) value of a particular property of a CRM 
ci measurement/test result of i-th laboratory participating in PT
cis value of a particular property of routine samples
cPT population (theoretical) mean of PT results
cPT/avg observed/experimental mean of PT results (consensus value) 
CRM certified reference material
EMD Ecole des Mines de Douai, France
En, z, and ζ scores for assessment of proficiency of a laboratory participating in PT
F frequency of a c-value
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f probability density function 
GC-MS gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy
GF-AAS graphite furnace-atomic absorption spectrometry
H0 null hypothesis
H1 alternative hypothesis
hand hand preparation of a sample 
HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography
i, j, n index numbers
ICP-MS inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy
ICP-OES inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy
ID-ICP-MS isotope dilution-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry
IHRM in-house reference material
INPL National Physical Laboratory of Israel
ISO International Organization for Standardization
K kelvin
LNE Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d’Essais, France
MCL maximum contaminant level 
mAs2O3

mass of a sample of arsenic oxide
mdil mass of the diluted solution (a sample)
mdil/t total mass of the diluted solution
mlot total mass of final lot
MPT population median of PT results
mss mass of the stock solution (a sample)
mss/t total mass of the stock solution
N size of the statistical sample of measurement results of PT participants
N– number of PT results ci < ccert – Δ
N*  number of potentiometric titration results
N+ number of PT results ci > ccert + Δ
NIST SRM standard (certified) reference material developed by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology, USA
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
Np size of the population of PT participants
P probability
pAs/As2O3

= M(As)/M(As2O3) proportion of the atomic or molecular weights M
PC power of criterion 
pc purity of chemicals
Pe probability of an event 
PT power of test 
pH-metr. pH-metric method
Pot. titr. potentiometric titration
PT proficiency testing
Quest questionable
RAN

limit of a difference between two results of AN determination (range)
Ri ratio of the min to the max values from two concentrations
RL reference laboratory
s observed sample standard deviation
SADCMET Southern African Development Community Cooperation in Measure -

ment Traceability
sbsi and sisi between- and intra-sample standard deviations
SI International System of Units
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sPT observed sample standard deviation of PT results 
t quantile of the Student’s distribution 
u(ci) and U(ci) standard and expanded uncertainties of ci, respectively
ucert and Ucert standard and expanded uncertainty of ccert, respectively 
ucomb combined standard uncertainty
umLP standard measurement uncertainty declared by a laboratory participat-

ing in PT
umRL standard measurement uncertainty declared by the reference laboratory
USN ultrasonic nebulization
UV ultraviolet
vibr sample preparation with a vibrating table
VIM3 International Vocabulary of Metrology, 3rd ed.
xj normalized value of the j-th PT result
z see En
α significance level; probability of a type I error
β probability of a type II error
γ ratio σcert /σPT
Δ permissible bias of MPT from ccert
δ and λ parameters
Π product
ρlot density of a lot of an aqueous IHRM
σPT population standard deviation of PT results
σPT/av standard deviation of the sample mean cPT/av of PT results
σtarg target standard deviation of PT results
χ2 quantile of the χ2 distribution 
φ function of normalized normal distribution function
φ (xj) value of the function of the normalized normal distribution for xj
ϕ fraction of the statistical sample of size N from the population of size Np
ω2 empirical value of the Cramer-von-Mises criterion
ζ see En
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